The 435 letters in this volume cover the most dramatic period of Disraeli’s middle life, one that is still subject to continuing debate and interpretation, but the one in which the potential of his diverse talents at last begin to be realized.

‘The best-edited and best-annotated political letters in the language.’ Michael Foot, The Observer

$75.00

In the first book-length study of the role of England in the Crusades, Tyerman focuses on the courtroom and council chamber rather than the battlefield, demonstrating the impact of the Crusades on the political and economic functions of English society. A model of detailed empirical research, this book will be the definitive history on its subject for some time to come.

Cloth $39.95 504 pages 1 halftone, 5 maps
BELOW THE PEACOCK FAN
First Ladies of the Raj
Marian Fowler. The role of British women in India emerges through portraits of four members of Viceregal households: Emily Eden, Charlotte Canning, Edith Lytton, and Mary Curzon. "A marvelous work of evocation, narrative, and research"—Nigel Nicolson. Illustrated. paper 0-14-008233-6 352 pp. $7.95

SELECTED POEMS
D. H. Lawrence. Edited and introduced by Keith Sagar. Lawrence’s characteristic vision infuses these 150 representative works. paper 0-14-058540-0 272 pp. $4.95

KING ARTHUR'S DEATH
Brian Stone, editor and translator. Modern verse translations of two Midlands Arthurian epics provide a vivid contrast of medieval poetic tone and narrative style: the alliterative Morte Arthure and the stanzaic Le Morte Arthur. paper 0-14-044445-9 320 pp. $5.95

AGNES GREY
Anne Brontë. Edited and introduced by Angeline Goreau. A young governess experiences disillusionment and discovers love in this elegant novel, which George Moore found “the most perfect prose narrative in English literature.” Includes A Memoir of Her Sisters, by Charlotte Brontë. paper 0-14-043210-8 272 pp. $4.95

THE TESTAMENT OF CRESEIID AND OTHER POEMS
Robert Henryson. Selected by Hugh MacDiarmid. Middle Scots poet Henryson extends the Chaucerian canon in his rhyme royal masterpiece, included here with The Bludy Serk, Robene and Makyne, and selections from Morall Fabillis of Esope the Phrygian. paper 0-14-044507-2 96 pp. $4.95

THE SCHOOL FOR SCANDAL AND OTHER PLAYS

THE PRELUDE: A Parallel Text
William Wordsworth. Edited and introduced by J.C. Maxwell. Wordsworth’s autobiographical masterwork is presented here in a version paralleling the first edition text (1805-6) with the posthumous text (1850). paper 0-14-042214-5 576 pp. $8.95
THE RUBA'IYAT OF OMAR KHAYYAM
Edward Fitzgerald, translator. Published in 1859, Fitzgerald's Ruba'iyat reveals the sensibility and skill of its translator equally with that of the Persian poet Khayyam.
paper 0-14-058606-7 112 pp. $4.95

THE COMPLETE POEMS
Sir Thomas Wyatt. Edited and introduced by R. A. Rebholz. Renaissance diplomat and Tudor courtier Wyatt's highly intelligent and sophisticated poetry is collected here with detailed explanatory notes.
paper 0-14-042227-7 560 pp. $7.95

ENGLISH LITERATURE IN THE MIDDLE AGES
Stephen Coote. A comprehensive critical guide to seven hundred years of literature from Alfred the Great to Caxton.
paper 0-14-022790-3 384 pp. $7.95

THE PENGUIN BOOK OF MODERN BRITISH SHORT STORIES
paper 0-14-006306-4 448 pp. $7.95

THE PENGUIN BOOK OF ENGLISH MADRIGALS FOR FOUR VOICES
Denis Stevens, editor. Twenty-nine works presented in musical form epitomize the late 16th-century madrigal tradition. Includes works by Thomas Bateson, John Bennett, William Byrd, John Farmer, Giles Farnaby, Thomas Moreley, John Mundy, Francis Pilkington, and John Wilbye.
paper 0-14-016065-2 160 pp. $6.95

TESTAMENT OF YOUTH
Vera Brittain. A loving memorial to the generation lost to World War I, Brittain's testament is "one of those books which help both form and define the mood of its time"—P. D. James.
paper 0-14-021225-1 672 pp. $10.95

New Virago Modern Classics:
BROTHER JACOB
paper 0-14-016188-0 96 pp. $7.95

MISS MARJORIBANKS
Mrs. Oliphant. Introduction by Penelope Fitzgerald.
paper 0-14-016189-9 490 pp. $7.95

PHOEBE JUNIOR
Mrs. Oliphant. Introduction by Penelope Fitzgerald.
paper 0-14-016190-2 364 pp. $7.95

New British Studies from
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Academic/Library Marketing
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New York, N.Y. 10010
New from Cambridge University Press

**Worlds Within Worlds**
*Structures of Life in Sixteenth-Century London*

**Steve Rappaport**

As Professor Rappaport demonstrates in this innovative study, Tudor London was essentially a stable society, subject to stress but never seriously threatened by anarchy or widespread popular unrest. Analysis of the careers of over one thousand inhabitants shows that the institutional superstructure of the city was more adaptable, its small social organizations more resilient, and opportunities for social mobility far greater than many historians have recognized.

*Cambridge Studies in Population, Economy and Society in Past Time*
Hardcover $54.50

--

**The Cavalier Parliament and the Reconstruction of the Old Regime, 1661–1667**

**Paul Seaward**

The author presents the first detailed study in twenty years of Westminster politics during the 1660s and the only in-depth study of the legislation of the same period. He analyzes the attempt to restore royal power and the effect of the Civil War’s legacy of partisan bitterness on relations between government and parliament.

*Cambridge Studies in Early Modern British History*
Hardcover $49.50

**Thomas Starkey and the Commonweal**
*Humanist Politics and Religion in the Reign of Henry VIII*

**Thomas F. Mayer**

Drawing on new manuscript evidence and Italian sources, this book demonstrates how Starkey blended Venetian humanism and the scientific methods of the school of Paduan conciliarism with late medieval English political thinking into a program to restore the degenerate government and society of England into an aristocratic republic.

*Cambridge Studies in Early Modern British History*
Hardcover $49.50

**Cambridge in the Age of the Enlightenment**
*Science, Religion and Politics from the Restoration to the French Revolution*

**John Gascoigne**

This study attempts to defend the use of the term “English Enlightenment” by using late seventeenth and eighteenth century Cambridge as an illustration of the widespread diffusion of some of the chief characteristics of the Enlightenment within the Church of England and the English “establishment” more generally.

Hardcover $49.50

**The Blessed Revolution**
*English Politics and the Coming of War, 1621–1624*

**Thomas Cogswell**

In studying the English polity in a period of crisis, Professor Cogswell challenges many of the revisionist assumptions about early seventeenth-century England and highlights the dangers in confusing the history of Court factions with the broader political history of the period.

*Cambridge Studies in Early Modern British History*
Hardcover $59.50

**The Blind Devotion of the People**
*Popular Religion and the English Reformation*

**Robert Whiting**

While most studies have concentrated upon the gentry and clergy during the Reformation, this book focuses on the laity. The author’s controversial conclusion is that for most of the population, the Reformation was less a conversion from Catholicism to Protestantism than a transition from religious commitment to religious passivity or even indifference.

Hardcover about $49.50
**New from Cambridge University Press**

**The Province of Legislation Determined**  
*Legal Theory in Eighteenth-Century Britain*  
**David Lieberman**

In this first comprehensive account of English legal thought in the age of Blackstone and Bentham in nearly a century, the author relates legal developments to the broader fabric of eighteenth-century social and political theory. He offers a novel assessment of the character of the common law tradition and of Bentham's contribution to the ideology of reform.  
**Ideas in Context**  
Hardcover about $49.50

**Citizens and Saints**  
*Politics and Anti-Politics in Early British Socialism*  
**Gregory Claeys**

Focusing on British Owenite socialism, the author shows that the nature of Marxist socialism can only be understood by the reference to the political and intellectual circumstances in which early socialist ideas emerged.  
**Hardcover about $49.50**

**The Blind Victorian: Henry Fawcett and British Liberalism**  
*Edited by Lawrence Goldman*

In this book, a highly distinguished team of scholars examines Fawcett's life including his marriage to the famous feminist Millicent Garrett Fawcett, his friendship with Leslie Stephen, his intellectual contribution as friend and disciple of John Stuart Mill and as a popularizer of economic thought.  
**Hardcover about $39.50**

**Contributors:** Lawrence Goldman, Stephan Collini, A. J. B. Hilton, David Rubinstein, Phyllis Deane, Donald Winch, Giacomo Becattini, Christopher Harvie.

**Landlords and Property**  
*Social Relations in the Private Rented Sector*  
**John Allen and Linda McDowell**

The authors show how the pattern of change in the private rented sector has not been one of straightforward decline, but of structural unevenness shaped by a combination of three general processes—disinvestment, investment, and informalization.  
**Cambridge Human Geography**  
Hardcover about $44.50

**Esme Howard**  
*A Diplomatic Biography*  
**B.J.C. McKercher**

Made possible by the recent discovery of Howard's private papers, this well-informed and readable biography of a previously neglected figure will eliminate a major gap in the history of twentieth-century British foreign relations by giving Howard's career its first full treatment.  
**Hardcover about $49.50**

**Now in paperback...**

**Democracy and Religion**  
*Gladstone and the Liberal Party, 1867–1876*  
**J.P. Parry**

"Parry's range of reading and breadth of reference are awe-inspiring... a study of impressive intelligence, forcefulness and originality."—*Times Literary Supplement*  
"...an impressive synthesis of religious attitudes and party politics... Parry has done much to give us a clearer understanding of Victorian politics."—*Virginia Quarterly Review*  
**Cambridge Studies in the History and Theory of Politics**  
Paperback $27.95

At bookstores or order from  
**Cambridge University Press**

32 East 57th St., NY, NY 10022. Call toll-free: 800-872-7423, outside NY State.  
800-227-0247, NY State only. MasterCard & VISA accepted. Prices subject to change.
VICTORIAN THINGS

Asa Briggs

Briggs presents an entertaining yet profound analysis of Victorian material culture and values, raising important theoretical issues concerning the meaning of objects, cultural anthropology, and the development of taste.

"Briggs whirls us on an exhilarating Cook's tour of the house the Victorian's built: patent stoves disguised as suits of armour, Samain wear, Stephen's ink and Parker pens... But this is far more than a guidebook: it is a revelation about the making of consumer culture."
—Roy Porter, The Sunday Times

Cloth $29.95 464 pages
17 halftones
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5801 South Ellis Avenue, Chicago, IL 60637

Now in paper

Highroad to the Stake

A Tale of Witchcraft

MICHAEL KUNZE
Translated by William E. Yuill

"Kunze is a master story-teller, and the story he has to tell is gripping. Nowhere has a witchcraft trial been so vividly but also scrupulously recreated. He reveals the legalized madness of these trials and the learned nonsense of the academies of the sixteenth century. But most importantly, Kunze reveals the world of the ordinarily anonymous, poor, wayfaring vagabonds whose footloose customs ran afoul of the centralizing, newly puritanical, early modern state. Kunze has written a masterpiece of the sympathetic imagination, a work of real life and vigor."—H. C. Erik Midelfort, University of Virginia

Paper $12.95 440 pages 12 halftones

THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO PRESS
5801 South Ellis Avenue, Chicago, IL 60637
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MARX AND THE FRENCH REVOLUTION
FRANÇOIS FURET
Translated by Deborah Kan Furet
With Selections from Karl Marx
Edited and Introduced by Lucien Calvíc
"Marx thought of writing a history of the French Revolution, but never actually did so. The idea of bringing together his fragmentary writings on the topic and subjecting them to a systematic analysis is an excellent one, and Furet carries it off brilliantly."—Keith Baker, University of Chicago
Cloth $34.95 256 pages

THE PERMANENT REVOLUTION
The French Revolution and Its Legacy, 1789–1989
Edited by GEOFFREY BEST
This book is not about the French Revolution then, but about the French Revolution now. Eight world-renowned scholars—Conor Cruise O'Brien, Hew Strachan, Eugene Kamenka, Geoffrey Best, George Steiner, Eugen Weber, Norman Hampson, and Douglas Johnson—examine the Revolution's continued reverberations throughout the world. Issues include the practice of nationalism, the pursuit of human rights, the conduct of war, and the way people practice revolution or criticize it.
Paper $10.95 156 pages
Library cloth edition $24.95

THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO PRESS
5801 South Ellis Avenue, Chicago, IL 60637
“Victorian Bookmakers and Their Customers,” by David C. Itzkowitz

“The Introduction and Critical Reception of Hegelian Thought in Britain 1830-1900,” by Kirk Willis

“J. S. Mill and India,” by Lynn Zastoupil

“Muddling in Bumbledom: On the Enormity of Large Sanitary Improvements in Four British Towns, 1855-1885,” by Christopher Hamlin

“Indian Ink: Colonialism and the Figurative Strategy in Jane Eyre,” by Susan Meyer

“Newman, Peel, Tamworth, and the Concurrence of Historical Forces,” by Wendell V. Harris

“A Gothic Ruin and a Grecian House: Tennyson’s The Princess and Mid-Victorian Architectural Theory,” by Hester Davenport


Book Reviews
Philosophies of History

TIME'S REASONS
Philosophies of History Old and New
Leonard Krieger
“For over four decades Leonard Krieger’s writings have been of fundamental importance to our understanding of modern history. The breadth and depth of his work have been awesome. . . . Krieger is an historian’s historian and Time’s Reasons promises to be a major interpretation of our historiographical tradition.”—Fritz Stern, Columbia University
Cloth $32.50 224 pages

HEGEL’S CRITIQUE
OF LIBERALISM
Rights in Context
Steven B. Smith
“Smith has made the most intelligent case for [the Philosophy of Right] since Oakeshott and Kelly—and to make a supremely intelligent case for the greatest political work by the nineteenth century’s most important philosopher is a splendid achievement.”—Patrick Riley, University of Wisconsin, Madison
Cloth $29.95 272 pages

SPINOZA
Alan Donagan
In this penetrating reinterpretation and reconstruction of Spinoza’s thought, Alan Donagan demonstrates that it was Spinoza’s unique usage of traditional philosophical vocabulary that resulted in the history of misunderstanding that is his continuing fate. The result of Donagan’s analysis is a comprehensive reassessment of the whole of Spinoza’s philosophy.
Cloth $34.95 240 pages

POLITICS, LANGUAGE,
AND TIME
Essays on Political Thought and History
J. G. A. Pocock
“This pathbreaking work argues that the history of political thought can exist as a discipline apart from philosophy. Pocock’s essays on major political thinkers illustrate his thesis that the task of this discipline is to study political languages and how they change.
Paper $12.95 300 pages

LOCKE’S EDUCATION
FOR LIBERTY
Nathan Tarcov
“In recent years there have been a number of very good works in political philosophy on the family and education. Thoughtfully argued, comprehensive in scope, rich in detail, and far-reaching in implications, Tarcov’s book is the best of them.”—Jan H. Blits, Journal of Politics
Paper $12.95 280 pages
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The Edwardian Garden
David Ottewill
In the first comprehensive study of the Edwardian garden, David Ottewill describes the people, attitudes, and theories that influenced their design—from Lorimer’s revival of the Scottish pleasance, the garden art of Jekyll and Lutyens, and the gardens of prominent Arts and Crafts designers, to the larger classical gardens influenced by the Italian Villa or the Beaux Arts. 180 b/w + 125 color illus. $50.00

Edging Women Out
Victorian Novelists, Publishers, and Social Change
Gaye Tuchman with Nina E. Fortin
Before about 1840, most English novelists were women; by the turn of the twentieth century, however, most critically successful novelists were men. In this book, sociologist Gaye Tuchman examines how men succeeded in redefining a white-collar occupation previously practiced mostly by women and in the process throws new light on the British cultural world of the Victorian era.

“A finely crafted analysis of the transformation of the Victorian novel and the British publishing industry.” —Walter W. Powell $30.00

Blanco White
Self-Banished Spaniard
Martin Murphy
In the first modern biography of Joseph Blanco White (1775–1841), Martin Murphy traces his wandering quest from Spain, where he was ordained a priest and became a leading political activist, to England, where he edited an influential Spanish-language journal, converted first to Anglicanism and later to Unitarianism, and played an important part in early Victorian non-conformity. Illus. $30.00

Ecology in the 20th Century
A History
Anna Bramwell
This book—an intellectual and political history of the ecology movement from its beginnings in the late nineteenth century to the present—provides the first thorough study of the origins and background of “Green” politics that has in recent years carved out a significant political constituency throughout Britain, the Continent, and America. New in cloth ($40.00) and paper ($16.95)

The Debellation of Salem and Bizance
The Yale Edition of the Complete Works of St. Thomas More, Volume 10
edited by John Guy, Ralph Keen, Clarence Miller, and Ruth McGugan
This volume contains the fourth and last book in an exchange between More and the eminent lawyer Christopher St. German, a writer of ant clerical propaganda for Henry VIII. It contains an authoritative text, based on the earliest editions, as well as a full and detailed introduction, commentary, and glossary. $60.00
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